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Chapter. I

IntrOdUCtion

The culturally deprived child is the current focus of
experimental education programs. Florida Technological
University used a grant from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to implement and carry out such a
program at the nrand Avenue Elementary School in Orange
County, rlorida.

The student teacher nronram in the College of Education
was incornorated into the nroject in order to provide
in-depth and comprehensive experience during training.
Student needs "ere identified and materials were developed by
thesttudelrnt teachers in order to accelerate meaningful and
ell'joyalle learning. Tndividualized instruction was stressed
and materials mere deyeloned and Personalized. The
cooperation of classroom teachers was enlisted and their
response to the program was carefully evaluated. The faculty
of the College of Education provided supportive material and
advice for the program.

The main objectives of the overall experimental program
were to provide successful school experiences and to instill
a desire for learning in the students. The goal of a free
society is to empower youth to act in the development of his
own areatest interests without intrusion on the rights of
other persons. The humanitarian goal of education is to
allow each individual to develop a joy of living and an
awareness of beauty in his environment. Art-related
experiences can provide broad cultural exposure and an
entrance into a life of personal involvement and enjoyment.

Often the disadvantaged student is unable to commun-
icate verbally, but finds in art experiences ways to provide
responses and expressions. To extend the student's means of
expression and awareness is to expand his possibility of
human associations with his environment. The students in
this experimental pronram, far from being emotionally and
intellectually inferior were basically the same as all other
children. Smith (1960) said of "culturally deprived"
students, "rven thnunh their exnerience may be different,
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they too are interested in their world, attached to their
Canilies, and have iwportant hopes and aspirations. They
are not lacking in culture, but a weans to express and
communicate that culture."

Victor. Lowenfeld's (1952) work in psycholoeical aspects
of the creative process, such as attitudes, purposes, and
products, deals with a theory of "social haptics." lie

believed that throuoh liberation of vision, the social
haptic could achieve not only his own healthful integration,
independence, nrooress, freedom and flexibility, but one
could become A positive, spiritual unit of the laroer.
society.

As to the importance of art for social hantics,
Lowenfeld stated:

Life can be made less crushino by directing the
emotions toward expression in art of any kind. It is
particularly important for any group which society has
placed under a handicap, such as the Negro, to have such
release as this (1939).

Lowenfeld (1945) further remarked, "The modern Negro,
through his minority status and restrictions resulting from
it necessarily must be self-centered. lie, too, places the
self in value relationship to his environment."

The more abundant the child's sensory experiences and
past associations, the richer his perceptions and the
greater his learning potential was a theory expounded by
Huey (1965).

The objective of this experimental program was to
measure the attitudinal chanoe toward art throuoh an
intensive saturation of art-related experiences for these
students, with student teachers providino a comprehensive,
in-depth approach in cooperation with classroom teachers.

2
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T. Statement of Problem

An experimental prociram was needed in order to test
the theory that an intensive series of art-related
experiences amonn culturally deprived elementary school
students would develop a positive attitudinal chance toward
art and an accompanying resultant enjoyment of 1...earning

.
experiences in all other disciplines. The need, to develop
a more meaninoful.field laboratory experience for student
teachers in the art area led to their involvement in the
program. The desire to provide an inservi.ce enrichment
program in art activities included the classroom teachers
in testing the same theory.

Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 2.

Hypotlesis 3.

Hypothesis 4.

II. hypotheses

Following a ten-week period of in-
depth art experiences, a student's
attitude will change positively toward
art, as measured in the five areas
determined by Florida State and National

* A. , .1. .1..;sissmc,n,.

A student teacher will feel better
prepared for enterino his profession if
he has had an in-depth field laboratory
experience, as determined through pre-
and post -test questionnaires.

A ..lassroom teacher would benefit from
having a student teacher producing multi-
media materials usi.no art-related
exneriencps to enrich the other
discinlines.

A spin-of-! shown by positive attitudes
toward art will be generated in the other
classrooms in the school who are not
involved in the experimental program.

3



Chapter. IT

Method

I. General Design

The Visual Arts experinental program covered a ten-
week period involving six student teachers from the College
of rducation, Plorida Technological University, twenty-four
classroom teachers and five hundred forty-one students in
grades one through six in the Grand Avenue Elementary
School. Twelve of the classroom teachers and two of each
of the six grades comnrised the control group, with the
remaining twelve classroom teachers and two or each of the
remaining six orades providing the nilot group.

The student teachers snent the entire school day of
every week at the Grand Avenue Elementary School. Each
student teacher was responsible for two pilot classrooms
of the sane grade for the total ten-week period. An art
lesson was presented by the student teacher every clay in
each cla:zsroom. The remaining tine was Spent in the sane
classrooms observing, identifying student needs, developing
art-related materials to be used by the classroom teacher
in other disciplines, and in individual supportive advice
and instruction.

Subjects

Five hundred forty-one students in grades one through
six from a culturally deprived area comprised the subjects.
Three hundred fifty-eight comprised the final nunber of
subjects used in the statistical survey, as one hundred
eighty-three responses were discarded as incomplete in the
comparison of pre-tests and post-tests.

Twenty-four classroom teachers of these students took
part in the program, with twelve being the control group,
and twelve being the pilot oroun. All of the teachers were
volunteers for the experimental program and cooperated
fully in pre- and post-questionnaires, as well as pre- and

4
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post-tapings and written evaluations of the program at the
end of the ensuing quarter.

Six senior-year student teachers were selected to
participate in the program. They answered a pie- and post-
questionnaire, as well as supplying logs, diaries, art-related
materials which they developed for use by classroom teachers,
and complete lesson plans in module form. These were
performance-referenced, comnotencv-based with objectives in
accord with National Art Objectives and Florida State Art
Accreditation Standards.

Material

The material used in the Visual Arts program was
planned in advance by the student teachers, in cooperation
with the faculty at Florida Technological University. After
the plans were completed and approved, supplies were ordered
and placed in Grand Avenue Elementary School in an art area
which was decorated and furnished to become the focus of

activiticn.

In order to experiment with the theory that repeated
art experiences of compatible nature would provide a more
enriching student involvement, a specific art area was
developed with a different emphasis for each grade level.

Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
Grade IV
Grade V
Grade VI

Imagery Perception
Duplication of Images
Crafts
Three-Dimensional Art
Popular Arts
Pnvironmental Arts

5
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TI. Procedures

A period of classroom teacher briefino was held at
Grand Avenue TYlenentary F.chool (Jur:inn which time the visual
Arts faculty introduced the nrooram plans and explained the
Procedures.

The particintino student teachers worked in
conjunction with the Visual Arts faculty in preparing c:mtent
material, lesson Plans, supply liPts and othex relevant
procedures.

Student Teacher Preparation

Each of the six student teachers assuned the
responsibility for developino an intensive type of program
in the art area selected for his grade level. The module
plans with National Art Objectives and Florida State
Accreditation Standards were completed and approved.
Creative and innovative ideas were developed for use both
inside and outside the Grand Avenue Elementary School. An
awareness of art-related activities was the focus of the
dcsion. Each student teacher took an active part in tho
decoration and preparation of the attractive art storage
area at ,the school. The classroom teachers were introduced
to the student teachers and they began planning for the
experimental pronram.

Pre-Test Written and Oral)

The pre-tests for the students, student teachers, and
classroom teachers were developed. These took the format of
a pre-inventory of attitudes toward art and art experiences.
A deci.,,ion was made to use tapings of oral sessions for grades
one and two and to modify the questionnaire for these two
grades. These questionnaires were submitted to trial tests
by grade school principals and elementary school students.
Modifications were made and the final tests were evolved.

10
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Post-Test ('.Yritten and oral)

A (ecsion was nadir, to Use the sane tests 4S a
post-invento-v of attitudes toward and art experiences.
The oral tapinos of the grades one and two proved to be
successful, but'grade three had great difficulty dealing
with the written pre-tests. It became necessary to exclude
part of the grade three written tests due to their overall
inability to express their art attitudes in written form.

Student Teacher. Reports

A very important part of the attitudinal chance was
evidenced in the various kinds of reports maintained and
submitted. by the student teachers.

Each student teacher kept a daily diary of his
thoughts, happenings, attitudes, sugoestions, and ideAs
while participating in the pronram. He also Vit:pt a loo
of his activities pertaining both to his art teaching and
his observarions in order to develop art-related aetivitioq
for use by the classroom teacher. In addition, he kept a
spin-off loo of events hanpenino elsewhere in the school
which indicated that the experimental Prooram was having an
effect on those rlassrooms not directly involved in the
program.

These student teacher reports, in connection with
his pre-test or inventory and his post-tests comprised one
of the most positive parts of the experimental program.

7
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Chapter. III

Results

The data revealed that there was a real difference
between the attitudinal response toward art in some of the
pilot groups, which indicated that intensive art-related
exneriences had been positive in sme instances in providing
effective changes.

The data also indicated that the in-denth field
laboratory experience of the student teachers had provided
a more Positive and rewarding chnnne in their attitudes
toward teaching art during their senior-year student teaching,
than a more comprehensive or broad approach in their junior-
year student teaching.

The data from the classroom teachers produced results
showing very positive and enthusiastic attitudinal changes
toward the value of art and art-related materials in their
classrooms.

I. Statistical Results

The responses (fourth, fifth, and sixth grades) to
the art attitude questionnaire were subjected to image
component analysis. The procedure is based upon the
following resealing of the original correlation matrix:

R s2R-1c 2_s2

where R is the correlation matrix, R-1 is the inverse of the
correlation matrix and S2 is defined as a diagonal matrix
comprised of the reciprocals of the dianonal elements of
the R-1. Components were extracted accordinn to the
eigenvalues nreater than unity and orthononallv rotated
according to the normal varimax criterion. Pattern
coefficients absolutely greater than .4 were used for
interpretation purposes.
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The correlations ano119 the items are presented in
Table T.

Table I

Correlation Matrix

Variable

1

variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 Variable

2 .35
3 .n2 .40
4 .14 .40 .42
5 .08 .38 .33 .39
6 .15 .41. .34 .50

7 .03 .30 .28 .39
8 .10 .29 ,),.-- .20

9 .09 ..Si .1::.-s .30
10 .09 .31 .29 .19

11 .05 ..33 .26 .31

12 .06 .30 .33 .29

13 .04 .05 .09 .04

14 .10 .41 .39 .35

15 .00 .34 .20 .25

16 .16 .15 .20 .26
l7 .03 .17 .16 .13
18 .08 .35 .23 .43

19 .03 .12 .17 .21

20 .09 .23 .21 .20
21 .16 .07 .01 .14

22 .18 .17 .05 .23
23 .19 .07 .07 .15
24 .27 .04 .06 .07

9

13
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Variable

1

2

3

4

5

Variable 5 Variable 6 Variable 7 Variable

6 .20
7 .32 .45
8. .25 .17 .38
9 .32 .47 .42 .23
10 .27 .23 .22 .34

11 .28 .41. .36 .25

12 .33 .25 .35 .45

13 .01 .03 .04 .02

14 .38 .34 .43 .38

15 .12 .35 .29 .29

16 .23 .25 .27 .26
17 .17 .10 .25 .48

18 .32 .49 .45 .32
19 .21 .22 .26 .22

20 .19 .22 .35 .30

21 .07 .13 .08 .12

22 .12. .23 .12 .14

23 .16 .11 .11 .16

24 .02 .14 .07 .17

10

14
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Variable Variable 9 Variable 1.0 Variable 11 Variable

1

2
3

4

5

6
7
8
9

10 .48
11 .48 .38
12 .31 .31 .34
13 .03 .10 .00 .00
14 .48 .41 .46 .38
15 .29 .26 .39 .31
16 .23 .34 .22 .33
17 .30 .43 .20 .26
18 .43 .36 .49 .30
19 .18 .26 .11 .22
20 .30 .24 , 9:1 ,',.1

21 .29 .11 .17 .06
22 .29 .22 .29 .13
23 .20 .13 .19 .22
24 .28 .11 .08 .19

1.

11

15
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Variab] e Variable 13 variable 14 variable lc; Variable 16

1

2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 .06
15 .02 .32
16 .08 .33 .14
17 .09 .37 .23 .29
18 .05 .46 .35 .24
19 -.00 .24 .30 :ln
20 .05 .26 .26 .32
21 -.06 .15 .13 -.00
22 -.04 .18 .17 .05
23 -.01 .13 .19 .03
24 -.00 .10 .09 .08

12

16



Variable variable 17 Variahle 18 variahlo 19 variable 20

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 .2R
A.v .23 .25
20 .23 .18 .28
21 .15 .11 .10 .08

22 .n9 .20 .02 .09

23 .19 .n9 .15 .17
24 .11 .n8 .12 .56

13
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Variable

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

variable 21 Varihlv 22 variably 23 Variably :24

8

9

10
1.1

12
13
14

15

16
17
18
19
2r)

21

22
23
24

.54

.40

.56

.29

.42 .48

1,1

18



Fourteen components with corresponding eigenvalues

greater than one wore retained for rotation. Only three

were interpretable, however. The variables and their

associated loadings are presented in Table Ir.

Table II Component One

Variable
Number Variable Results

2

3

Family value of your artwork

Family anroval of quality of your
artwork

.53

.48

4 Friends value of your art work .59

5 Personal value of vour art ability .46

6 Likinn for display of your art work
in school .61

7 Liking for other art work in school .50

9 Liking for making or constructing
things .46

10 Desire to be an artist when grown .31

11 Awareness of artists as people who
make the world a better place .49

12 People who use art in their work .36

14 Awareness of art in surroundings .50

15 Awareness of art in your hone .36

18 Ability to judoe if a picture is
traditional or abstract .54

15

19



Discussion of Component One

All of these variables display a commonality in
their significance.

The area of valuinn, one of the five National Art
Objectives, was the oreatest attitudinal chance area as
indicated by the statistics. Personal value, Sibling
value, and Family value are areas; showino sionificant
increase. This ten-week neriod of intensive art e:7neriences
was directed toward leading each student toward his
("realest involvement in art in his school, his home,
his neinhborhood, and in his total environment. Art
products and evidences of art experiences appeared on the
playground, in the lunchroom, in the halls, in the rooms,
and in the daily classroom experiences in all disciplines.
It is truly sionificant that the area of Valuing Art has
shown the greatest increase*

Another area of Perceiving and Responding showed
a significance of increase in Variables 11, 14, and 15.
The awareness of beauty or "pretty things" in the home
as well of in the surroundings indicates a heightened
sense of perception and respo*,-. The awareness of
;Artists an 1,z1;;p1t.1 Nake we world a better to place in
which to live indicate a orowinc3 understanding of the need
for someone to enhance the environment.

The production of art work is evidenced in Variable 9
as an area of statistical significance. The liking for
makino or constructino things was heichtened by the
intensive art and art-related experiences which took place
during this experimental Program.

16
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T

Variable
Number

Table TT Component Two

Resultsvariable

7 Allareness or art displays in
the school .31

8 Liking for drawing .53

10 Selection of art as life occupation .45

12 Awareness of art in many occupations .40

14 Association of beauty with happiness .40

16 Awareness of beauty in neiohborhood .35

17 Ability to draw realistically .52

20 Ability to see visual forces
(line, color, texture, thane,

17
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Discussion of r7omponent Two

There is a common factor evidenced in these variaWes.
A more intense awareness of art in the sense of perceivino
art and responding to art is shown in Variables 7, 12, and
16. The experimental program was designed to positively
change attitudes toward art in many forms. The ability to
perceive art on all sides, and in man!! occupations as well
as in the traditional form was increased by the program.

An important plus factor in this component is in
Variable 2n, the ability to see visual forces. 1n aware-
ness of line, color, texture, shape and volume in the-
total environment is an entrance into enrichment of life.
These visual forces were discussed in the iaily art
lessons and in the school art-related experiences.

This component indicates an increase in positive
attitudinal chance toward liking for drawing and the
ability to draw realistically. This is significant in that
drawinci ability has produced a resultant enjoyment now that
the stlIdnt can he Nore saiisfied with his art product.

variable in, in which the student has indicated a
desire to pursue art as a life occunation is due in Part
to his newly awakened awareness of art as Permeatino and
invading a].] of his eristence. The student can now
identify with known artists and hope to emulate them.

18
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Table TT ConDonont Three.

Variable
Number Variable Results

21 Ability to tell relationships
in pictures .64

22 Ability to detect expressive feeling .54

23 Ability to tell content of pictures .49

24 Ability to iudge or show preference
in more or less realistic pictures .64

19

23



Discussion of Component Three

These Variables 21, 22, 23, and 24 deal with the
students ability o see relationships in pictures, to
tell about the expressive content in pictures, to tell
about the content in pictures, and to judge or evaluate
pictures.

This special significance is interesting in that
Variable 23, the ability to tell about the content in
pictures, while it has shown an increase, has been
surpassed by the ability to tell about relationships,
expressive feelings, and the ability to :Woe pictures.

The results of the pre-testing indicated some
ability to talk about what the content of the Pictures.
This is the most common reaction to art. The students
tend to tell ,hat is in the picture, overlooking all
of the visual forces and the expressive qualities and
the relationships therein. It is of real irinortance that
this chance has been produced by the experimental
proeran.

20



The pilot and control MeAll post-test item scores for
nrades four, five, and six were analyzed, using nultivariate
analyses of variance. The procedure is based upon the
general linear hypothesis X=Ai+e, where X is the vector or
observations, A is the design matrix, Cis the natrix of
paraeters to be tested, and E. is the natrix of error
variates. Univariatc and step-down F ratios were also
computed for the pilot-control comparisons.

The multivariate r ratio of .:)55 (D. r. 24 and 186)
for pilot/control comparison exhibited a probability of
less than .53. Tn this case the null hvPothesis rust he
accented for flynothosis 1.

The sten-down ratios presented in Table III revealed
4, 7, and 15 to he significant at the .05 level.



Table III

Step Down F Ratios for the Pilot/Control Comparison

St'!p Down P

0.0038 0.95
1.6196 0.20
0.7411 0,39

*2.9481 0.08
0.2563 0.61
0.8375 0.36
3.6927 * 0.05
0.0120 0.91
0.9619 0.32
1.5613 0.21
1.8097 0.18
0.0552 0.81
0.0343 0.85
0.0853 0.77
4,0107 * 0.04
0.3671 0.54
1.8261 0.17
0.1187 0.73
0.2024 0.65
0.4126 0.52
0.3989 0,52
0.8374 0.36
0.0129 0.90
0.4883 0.48

* Significant at the .05 level

22



The .neAns for, the pilot and control groups are
reported in Table TV.

Table IV

Observed Cell Means of Pilot and Control Group

Variable 1

Pilot
2

Control

1 1.4 1.4
2 3.5 3.3
3 3.3 3.3
4 3.4 3.6
5 2.9 2.8
6 3.7 3.6
7 3.7 4.0
8 4.0 4.1
9 4.0 3.9
10 4.1 4.1
11 2.9 2.6
12 4o.n 39.6
13 4.4 4.4
14 3.7 3.6
15 3.7 3.9
16 4.3 4.4
17 3.7 3.4
18 3.0 3.0
19 3.8 4.0
20 3.1 3.1
21 1.6 1.4
22 1.5 1.3
23 1.5 1.5
24 2.0 1.8

23



The standard deviations for the pilot and control
groups are reported in Table V.

Table V

Observed Cell Standard Deviations of Pilot and Control
Groups

Variable 1

Pilot
2

Control

1 0.6 0.6

2 1.2 1.1

3 1.4 1.1

4 1.4 1.0
5
.) 1.3 1.1

6 1.4 1.2

7 1.6 1.3

8 1.2 1.1

9 1.3 1.2

10 1.4 1.3

11 1.6 1.5

12 13.5 12.3

13 2.9 3.0
14 1.2 1.0

15 1.4 1.1

16 1.0 0.7

17 1.3 1.3

18 1.4 1.4

19 1.1 0.9

20 1.4 1.6

21 1.0 0.9

22 0.9 '1.0

23 1.0 0.9

24 1.1 1.0
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TT. Observation Findinos

Aside from the statistical data venerated from the
pre-tests and post-tests of the students, there were many
findings produced from othcr. observations.

The data provided in the student teachers' pre- and
post-tests, diaries, loos, spin-off loos, and multi-media
materials produced for use in othk:r disciplines all showed
evidence of much positive attitudinal change toward
intensive art and art education experiences.

The tape recordings and written pre-tests and post-
tests by the classroom teachers proved to be filled with
evidences of positive attitudinal changes toward art and
art-related experiences in the classroom and in the total
school environment.

Student Findings

There was positive evidence of great intrreqt in thr
strikinci and colorful art area which the student teachers
Painted and decorated as a focal point for the experimental
Visual Arts program at Grand Avenue Elementary School.
Attractive shelves, lockers, cupboards, display stands and
work tables were prenared for storino art supplies and
exhibiting art products. This became a gathering place for
students attracted by the art activities. Elsewhere in the
school, students stopped to inspect art displays on
bulletin boards, walls, display cases, lunchroom and
library. Even playground equipment underwent a colorful
metamorphosis and became another popular gathering place
for the students.

Student Teacher Findings

One of the student teachers recommended all field
laboratory experiences to be patterned after this
experimental program, with the remaining five students
showing a definite positive attitude toward having at least

25



the senior-year program spent in a comparable in-depth
experience.

Half of the student teachers taking part in the
research project felt inadequately prepared for their very
demanding task and specified the need for media production
courses while in college and also more knowledge of the
total elementary school program.

All of the student teachers shared the belie( that
the art and art-related experiences had literally caused
their students to really cone alive. One stated, "It
wasn't just excitement over having art every day--they
learned concepts and ideas and terminology. So I would
say they have total involvement -- physical activity and
mental awakening."

The most significant activities were thought to be
the opportunity for more real teaching exnerience with
the same children on a personal, individualized basis.

An interesting finding produced from the student
tonr-hr.rc'quectionn?4res alas thc c1. rcl:Iti=r;h1p that
developed hetween the classroom teachers and the student
teachers. Tt became necessary to achieve rapnort in order
to successfully implement the program, and particularly to
develop the multi-media materials to use in other
disciplines.

The daily logs and diaries indicate a determination
to make the program a success. From rather tenuous
beginnings and relationships with these culturally
disadvantaged students, real friendships and close personal
feelings were evidenced.
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Classroom Teacher. Findings

The pre-inventory and post-inventory questionnaires
from the classroom teachers in addition to taped and written
personal observations provided a great deal of data indic-
ating that a profound positive attitudinal change had been
effected by participation in the Visual Arts program.

Over 95% of the teacher responses dealt in positives
and superlatives, with only a few questioning the advis-
ability of having art activities every day, or dealing
with scheduling difficulties in finding time for an art
period every day.

Typical comments from the post-inventory questionnaire
stressed the student teacher involvement of high intensity,
well - established mutual rapport, mutual respect and good
communication. The classroom teachers were extremely
impressed with the student teachers' willingness to work
long hours before and after school when necessary. The
opoortunity for the students to mmerience success in art,
when exnoriencino difficulty mith all other discinlinps:
was very important to the classroom teachers.
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Chapter IV

Discussion

I. Assumptions

As indicated in the statistics there was a great deal

of variation in results from the student pre- and post-

tests. The student teachers, who administered both tests,

made a generalization as to the fluctuation and incongruities
which appeared between some of the pre- and post-testing.

They wrote the following observation:

In pre-testing, the students gave the anstger they

thought the teacher wanted rather than the truth. In

post-testing, after they not to know the teacher, they

answered more honestly, which makes the test appear to

be lower than those which were previously given.

In some instances, the tests proved to he too difficult

for the students to comprehend, or the ability of the student

to express himself in writing was riot sufficient for his

tests to be interpreted. This was the case in grade three.

It can he assumed that had this testing been administered
orally and taped, as was done in grades one and two, the

results would hate been significant.

II. Relationships Between Results
and Observations

The data generated by the statistics taken from the

pre- and post-tests does not begin to represent the amount
of enthusiasm for art and art-related experiences which

were constantly displayed in the classrooms. It might be

assumed that another means of gatherino data which could
better reflect an affective behavior change, would have

been a wiser choice, Particularly in the lo.ver grades.
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Chapter. V

Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations

T. Conclusions

This experimental pronram was designed to test four
theories dealing with an intensive series of art and art-
related exneriences presented to a culturally deprived
elementary school nopulation by senior-wear student teachers
using performance-based modules of instruction.

Hypothesis 1. Following a ten-week period of in-
depth art experiences, a student's
attitude will change positively toward
art, as measured in the five areas
determined by Florida State and
National Accreditation and Assessment
Standards.

The data generated by the statistics found that in
some areas, principally in Valuing Art by the ctildont
himself, by his siblings, and by his family, there were real
and significant positive attitudinal changes toward art.
Other areas of. positive change were in Production, and in
Perceiving and Responding to Art. However, the null hypothesis
must be accepted on the entire five areas as measured by the
pre- and post-test data for grades four, five, and six, when
the pilot/control comparison is shown in a multivariate
P ratio.

Hypothesis 2. A student teacher will feel better
prepared for entering his profession if
he has had an in-depth field laboratory
exnerience, as determined through nre-
and post-test questionnaires.

This data revealed that this hypothesis as tested in
this experimental program may be accepted, as all of the
participating student teachers revealed a sinnificant change
in attitude toward an in-depth experience after participating
in the intensive ten-week program.
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Hypothesis 3. A classroom teacher would benefit from
haying a student teacher producing multi-
media materials sino art-related
experiences to enrich the other
disciplines.

The data from the classroom teachers pre-tests and
post-tests revealed a significant change and Positive effects
from having the student teachers ohservino the need for and
producing multi-media instructional materials for use in
other disciolines. These materials ranged from tiny,
individualized, programmed materials to oiant wall displays
and covered all the disciplines presently being taught in
grades one through six at Grand Avenue Elementary School.
A display of this material was held at Plorida Technol-
ogical University in order that Art Supervisors and teachers
might view the variety of teaching aids which had been
developed. The classroom teachers were very quick to indicate
their sense of loss and make requests for their hasty return.

Hypothesis 4. A spin-off shown by positive attitudes
toward art will be generated in the
other classrooms in the school who are
not involved in the experimental program.

This data from the classroom teachers who were in the
control groups indicates the acceptance of this hypothesis.
Their students were interested and curious about all the
obvious art experiences being generated in the pilot groups.
The other classroom teachers stepped up their art activities
and asked some of the participating classroom teachers how
to implement some of the art experiences. At the conclusion
of the followino gnarter, written statements from the
classroom teachers indicate that their students were still
being affected Positively by observations of hall and
lunchroom ilisplays from the ongoing art activities in the
pilot classrooms.
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II. :mplications

1. Using intensive art and art-related experiences is
a sound approach to positively changing attitudes toward art
in culturally disadvantaged elementary schools.

2. Student teachers can benefit from prenarinci and
imnlomenting this intensive kind of art Program as much or
more than from a more comprehensive and traditi.onal kind of
student teaching in their senior-year work.

3. Classroom teachers can reallv benefit from the aid
of student teachers' devolonment of multi-media materials
to be used in other disciplines.

1

4. Tn-service education of teachers can benefit from
this type of internship with student teachers.

I

5. Other teachers and students in the school can
benefit from the spin-off generated from this type of
program in a school.

1 6. In this experimental program, it was found that
a written type of testing night not be the final way of
searching for attitudinal changes toward art.

7. Culturally disadvantaged children have difficulty
Iin written expression, but can fully participate in
expression throu'ih art and art-related activities.

8. nmortunity for great personalized instruction
can be developed through the observation and production of
suitable materials for learning.
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III. Recommendations

1. There are a:variety or ways to improve field
laboratory experiences for student teachers.

2. Culturally disadantaoed students benefit
oreatly from close Personalized daily contact with the
same student teachers, and devolonment of this type of
experimental prooram should be continued.

3. Multi-media materials should he developed
using art-related experiences as a starting point for learning
in all the disciplines.

4. A study should be made concerning how to acquaint
teachers with the means of producing these multi-media
materials as the need arises.

5. Further studies should be made in all disciplines
using this same kind of intensive series of one-discipline
experiences for short periods of tine.
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Chapter VI

Summary

I. Obiectives

The purpose of this experimental program was to
determine 1) what attitudinal °Erects an intensive series of
art and :7t-related experiences would have on culturally
deprived elementary school children, 2) whether student
teachers would benefit from this time of in-depth field
laboratory experience more than from a traditional
comprehensive method, 3) would art education majors in their
senior-year student teaching be able to develop multi-media
instructional materials for the elementary classroom
teachers which help imnrove the effectiveness of instruction
in all discinlines, 4) how much spin-off of art activities
would appear in the control groups in the same school, and
5) would there continue to be evidence of the effects of
the ten-week period of intensive art activities during the
ensuing period?

II. Procedu.ces

Six carefully selected senior-year art education majors
at Florida Technological University planned modules appro-
priate to grade level, and spent the entire ten weeks in
two pilot grades, providing art experiences every day, with
their remaining time spent observing needs for and developing
multi-media materials for classroom teachers to use for
instruction in all subject areas.

Twelve volunteer classroom teachers were selected as
pilot group teachers, and twelve for control group teachers
in the Grand Avenue Elementary School in nrlando, Florida.

Five hundred forty-one students in grades one through
six comprised the population in the pilot and control groups.

Written and taped pre-tests and nest- tests were
conducted at the heginnino and end of the ten-week period,
for the students, the student teachers, and the classroom
teachers.
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III. Sources of Data

Questionnaires in the form of pre-inventory and
post-inventory art attitudinal surveys were given to the
students, student teachers, and classroom teachers.

Grades one and two were given taped pre-tests aLd
post-tests on parts or the questionnaires.

Student teachers kept daily Ions, diaries-, spin-off
logs, and records of multi-media material which had been
produced for classroom instruction.

IV. Findi.nos

There was A real dif'erenre between the attitudinal
response toward art in the pilot nrouns, which indicated
that intensive art-experiences had been successful in some
instances in effecting positive chances.

Significant increase was shown in the personal, sibling,
and family valuing of art-related experiences and in the
production of art.

All of the students reported an overwhelming
acceptance of this kind of senior-year student teaching
and personal attitudinal change toward art experiences.

All of the classroom teachers reported a positive
growth in attitude toward an intensive series of art-
related experiences in their students and themselves.
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Appendix A

STUDENT PRE-INvENTORY QUESTIONNAIRE

STUDENT TEACHER PRE-INVENTORY QUESTIONNAIRE

cLAssimom TEACHER PRE-INA/ENTORY QUESTIONNAIRE



Name

Room. Number

PUPIL PRE-INVENTORY (TEST)

1. Do you take your Art work home?

5 4 3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never

the time

2. Does your family look at, or talk about your Art work?

5 4 3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time

3. Does your family think you do good Art work?

5 lF 3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time

4. Do your classmates think you do good Art work?

5 4 3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never

the time

5. Do you think you do good Art work?

5 Li 3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never

the time

6. Do you like to see your Art work displayed in your school?

5
3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never

the time

7. Do you like to see other Art work displayed in your school?

5 3 2 1 0

/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never

the time
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8. Do you like to draw?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time

9. Do you like to make Art things?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

AlmoSt all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time

10. Do you think you would like to be an artist when you grow up?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time

il. Do you think artists help to make our world a better place to live in?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time

12. Check the people who use art in their work:

Policeman
Package Designer
Sculptor
Furniture Maker
Mother
Father
Store Window Arranger
T.V. Cameraman
Bookmaker
T.V. Repairman
Florist
House Painter

Plumber
Carpenter
Construction Worker
Cake Baker
Engineer
Dressmaker
Cartoonist
Glass Blower
JewelryMaker
Archilect
Toy Maker
Photographer

13. Do you take time to look at Art work?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all of Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
the time
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14. Does having Art things near you make your life happier?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
of the time

15. Do you have any Art things in your home?

5 14 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
of the time

16. Do you ever see Art things in your neighborhood?

5 4 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
of the time

17. Can you draw a picture that looks like what you wanted it to look like?

5 11. 3 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
of the time

18. Can you tell if a picture is good?

5 4 3 -. 2 1 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
of the time

19. When you see Art work, do you like to pick it up or feel it?

5 4 3 2 i 0
/ / / / / /

Almost all Often Sometimes Seldom Hardly ever Never
of the time

20. What can you tell about this picture?
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21. What can you tell about. these pictures?

22. What do you think the artist is trying to tell you in this picture?

23. Tell something about these pictures?

24. If you were a judge in an Art show, which of these would you pick as the best
piece of Art?

A.

B.

C.
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PUPIL ilITORY TEST ( GRADES 1 An D 2 )

On Art;ror :ihoot

1, 1k you take homo the pictures you make at school?

2. Does your family look at your Art work?

3. Does your family talk about your Art work?

4. Does your family think youtre Good in Art?

5. Do you think you are good in Art?

6. Do you like to see your Art work put up in school?

7. DO you like to draw?

8. Do you take time to look at Art work?

9. Dees having pretty things near you mako you feel happier?

10. Can you draw a picture that looks like what you wanted it to look like?

1].. When you see something pretty, do you like to pick it up or feel it?

On Tape Pecordinr

12. What c you toll about this .picture?

13. What can you tell about these pictures?

14. What do you think the artist is trying to tell you in this picture?

15. Tell something about these pictures?
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Name

STUDENT TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

1. State In detail what you believe are the most significant activities
you have experienced in Phase II and III student teaching which have

been of value to you.

A. Similarities of Phase II - III

B. Differences of Phase II - III

2. What specific recommendations would you suggest for improving both the
Phase II and Phase 111 aspects of your Professional Laboratory exprr!nnsc
in terms of its value to you.

Phase II

Phase III
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3. Which combinations of the student teaching experiences in which you haw.
been Involved (Phase II comprehensive approach, or Phase III in-depth
approach) would you recommend for future students?

4. Elaborate: At this point, do you feel you have received adequate prepara-
tion to feel comfortable in the role to which you have been assigned?

A. Academic preparation

B, Development of muitiftmedla materials for disciplines other
the Visual Arts

C. Competency In dealing with the individual personalities of ths
classroom teachers and students

Ir

Co, Other areas of possible concern:

ealiorar

IMIIIIIIINMUll..=1.
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CLASSROOM TEACHER -- PRE-INVENTORY MEASURE IN VISUAL ARTS..

1. List the subject taught in your classroom in order of importance.

Reading
Mathematics
Writing
Spelling
Social Science
Art

Physical Education
Music
Language Arts

2. a. If more time for Art were made available , would you allow more time
for teaching Art in the classroom?

5 4 3 2

Almost all of Frequently
the time

Moderately Occasionally N Never

b. If more materials and equipment could be obtained, would you use them
in your classroom?

5 4 3 2 1

/ / / / /
Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never
the time

3. How mutt time is allotted for Art per week in your classroom?

None
Less than 1 hour
One-half hour
One hour
Two hours
More than two hours

4. Check the classroom Art activities which are a normal part of your curriculum..

Posters
Murals

Bulletin Boards
Dioramas
Mobiles
Stabiles
Collages
Weaving
Sculpture
Costumes
Drawing

Painting

Print Making
Use of Clay
Designs
Stitchery
Construction
Stage Scenery
City Planning
Architecture
Photography
Looking & Talking About Art

46 Art History
Others:
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5. What Art materials and equipment are avialable to your students?

Construction Paper
Drawing p:Iper

Newsprint
Manila Paper
Paint

Paintbrushes
Crayons

Pastel Crayons
Clay
Weaving Materials
(paper, cloth, natural fibers)

Printing Supplies
(Brayer,plates, linoleum, wood)

Scissors and Paste
Adhesives

6. Check which of these you would accpet as good works

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Notre Dame Cathedral
Buckminster Fuller's Geodesic
Picasso's Chicago Statue
Michaelangelo's Moses
Jasper John's Three Flags
Rembrandt's The Night Watch

Dome

of Art:

7. Describe a piece of children's Art that you would evaluate as excellent.

8. To what extent do your students respond to Art in the classroom?

5 4 3 2 1

Almost all of
the time

/ /
Frequently Moderately Occasionally

9. To what extend do your students use art skills outside of school?

r 4 3 2

Never

1

/ / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately
the time
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10. To what extent do your students share outside-of-school art experiences with
your class?

5 3 2 1

/ / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

11. To what extent do you incorporate art experiences with other disciplines,
such as Reading, Social Sciences and Language Arts?

5 3 2 1

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

12. In your opinion what percentage of your students like Art?

All 90% 75% 50% 25% 10% None

13. To what extent do you find Professional Art people helpful to you?

2 !

/ / / / .
/

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

14. To what extent do you get your Art ideas from your fellow teachers?

5 4 3 2 1

/ / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

15. What is your background in Art? List Art courses and Art activities

that you have enrolled in, taught, or somehow participated in.
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16. Do you feel qualified to teach Art in your classroom?

5 3 2

Fully Fairly well About Somewhat. Not at all
Qualified Qualified Average Qualified Qualified

17. Why do you think the State of Florida provides that "every elementary
child shall have art experiences in grades K-6?"

18. Are the State Accreditation Standards available to you?

Yes Somewhat No

19. Are you familiar with the State Accreditation Standards?

Yes Somewhat No

20. Are the National Art Objectives available to you?

Yes Somewhat No

21. Arc you familiar with the National Art Objectives?

Yes Somewhat No

22. Indicate what other interest you have in Art.

a. Do you attend art shows?

5 It 3 2 1

/ / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never
the time 49
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b, Do you attend art galleries?

5
lI 3 2 1

/ / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

c. Do you attend museum shows?

5 3 2 1

/ / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

d. Do you collect art?

5 4 3 2 1

/ . / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

e. Do you read art magazines or art books?

5 4 3 2 4 1

/
///

/ / / /
/ /

Almost all cf Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

f. Do you show art products to your students?

5 4 3 2 1

/ / / / /

Almost all of Frequently Moderately Occasionally Never

the time

g. Others
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APPENDIX 11

RANDOM H'LING OF CLASSROOM TEACHER

VERBAL RESPONSE TO VISUAL ARTS PROJECT



Classroom Teachers

. Grand Avenue Research

A partial summary of responses
of elementary classroom teachers
to the Visual Arts aspect of the
Grand Avenue Multi-Media Project.

Question I. How do you feel about the Visual Arts Project?

Respond in terms of the program, personal performance objections,

administration and student involvement.

Sample Responses:

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Positive Negative

"Very valuable experience" "Quite a large block of time"

"So beneficial" "TiMe seemed a bit long for

"Feel certain success" the grade level"

"Looked forward to seeing "Student teachers needed to

the art intern 9r having talk to classroom teachers

art every day" before project started"

"Very pleased" "Art everyday difficult to

"Most valuable to children schedule"

and to me"

"Object to copying plans;

however, as I studied them

I could see much value to

them--I learned a lot!"

"Student teachers well-

qualified and knowledgeable"
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Positive

"Student teachers cooperative

and helped when asked."

"My students tried to do

things' on their own after

a lesson was taught;'

"My studeni-s came into a

great variety of materials,

processes and vocabulary

which I probably could not .

have introduced them to:'

"They thoroughly enjoyed art."

"Great for whole school:'

"Many students actually began

to like artP

"Encouraged many to produce

art outside of classP

"Really enjoyed:'

"Well-planned."

"Helped develop creative

abilitiesP

"Highly pleased:'

"Environment is the classroamP

"Sufficient introduction for

me to follow through;'

"Only one adequate word --

excellentP
53
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Negative

"Art two or three times a

week more realistic:'



Positive

"High-intensity involvementP

"Mutual respect:'

"Good rapportP

"I feei excited over having

these special area teachersP

"Can get personally involved:'

CONTROL GROUP

"ExcellentP

"Wish program more accessibleP

"Bulletin boards and displays

attractiveP

"Varied, creative and interesting:"

"ileard teschers enjoyed having

student teachers."

"Students did good job."

"Displays very goodP

"Program should be continued

throughout the years."

"All teachers should profit

from program:'

"Vicarious experience:"

"Enlivened the hallwaysP

"Objectives readily discernibleP

"Rare opportunity of one hour

each dayP

"Valuab]e expurience." 54
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APPENDIX C

STUDENT TEACHER SUMMARY OF

ART EXPERIENCES FOR GRADES 1 -6
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IMAGRRY

Grade 1.

I. Pictures of Inside and Outside Thinos to Do

A. Shapes
B. Colors
C. Textures
D. Lines
E. Volumes

Pictures Related to Music

A. "Music from a Southern Swamp
B. "Thu Red Balloon"

Pictures Related to People

IV. Imagery Related to Awareness

A. Films
A. Portraits

V. Color Awareness

A. "The Great Blueness"
B. Mural
C. "Golden Fish"
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DUPLICATING IMAGES
GRADE 2

I. Relief Printing Process

A. Natural objects
b. Prepared surfaces
c. Carved surfaces (styrofoam)

II. Stencil Printing Process

A. Stencil - screen
B. Simple stencil
C. Simple silk-screen

III. Photographic Process

A. Camera
B. Photographic Paper
C. Photograms

IV. Planographic Process

A.
B.

r.

Rubbings (batik-crayon, sand paper prints,
Mono Prints print from painting)
Simpl,.Lithography

V. Intaglio Process

A. Crayon atching
B. Scratch board
C. Contour drawing
D. Gesture crawing
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CRAFTS - GRADE 3

I. Fiber -- weaving, basketry, batik

A. Paper weaving

B. Fiber weaving on simple looms

C. String pictures or construction assorted color string

D. Batik -- do on muslin piece frr book cover

II. Modeling

A. Masks

B. Puppet heads -- newspaper mash

C. Clay -- pottery or figures or both

III. Construction

A. Bookbinding -- a hinged cover book with laces so the
filler may be changed later

B.

C. Collage

D. Rug scrap wall hanging -- group project

IV. Plaster sand casting

A. Pariscraft figures on foil and/or balloon armatures

V. Silk screening
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SCULPTURE OUTLINE
GRADE 4

I. Corrugated Paper Sculpture

A. Experiment with form, texture, color, and technique
B. Create a person or animal of their imagination with

realistic qualities
C. Create an abstract sculpture (form) which is

aesthetically pleasing

II. Pariscraft

A. Design a circular "something"
B. Construct

1 C. Paint

1. Mix other colors

1
2. Hight 6. dark

III. Popsickle Stick Sculpture

A. Discuss line
B. Discuss abstract vs realism
C. Create a form which when landscaped could become

a building

IV. Clay

A. Show film loops of various methods used in working
clay

B. Create an animal the student would like to see
C. Use as of negative for plaster relief

V. Plaster

A. Use to sand cast with found objects
B. Mix with vermiculite and sculpt
C. Pour over clay negative

VI. OP- Thread

A. Create dimensional illusion
B. Create design
C. Affect one color has on another

VII. Marblite

A. Design pleasing sculptures (1 realistic, 1 abstract)

to be left outside to improve the landscape
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POPULAR ARTS Grade 5

I. Advertising Design

A. Trade Marks & Monograms

1. Design
2. Color

B. Lettering

1. Usage
2. Type faces (styles)

a. free hand
b. stencil

c. press type

C. Packaging

1. Package & Container Construction
2. Display

a. color
b. lettering

c. design

rybe.ciS

1. Awaken The Interest of People

a. design
b. color
c. lettering

E. Letterheads & Envelopes

1. Constructbn of Envelopes

a, design

b. color
c. lettering

F. Cards

1. Usage

a.

b.

c.

d.

construction
design
color
lettering
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G. Cover Design

1. Books
2. Records

II. Cartooning

A. Comics
B. Jokes

III. Illustrations

A. Stories
B. Poems

IV. Theater

A. Scenery

1. Construction
2. Lighting

B. Costume

1. Articles to be used in class play

V. Television

A. Commercials
B. Plays

VI. Photography

A. Still

B. Movies
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ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS
GRADE 6

I. What is Art.

II. Art in the Environment.

III. Discovering Art Elements in the Environment.

IV. Exploring the Environment

V. Architects and Architectures

VI. Aesthetic Objects in the Environment

VII. Florida and U. S. Environment
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TYPICAL STUDENT RESPONSES DURING PRE-INVENTORY ART ATTITUDES

GRADE 1

"It very loud"
"It not brown"
"He make a circle"
"It rains."
"It look like baby."

"Wh0000000!"
"They ain't forgot anything."
"They ain't got no car."
"It green-yellow."
"He lazy boy."
"What's that all about?"
"He mess himself up."
"N000000000!"
"It look like baby."
"Baby ain't got no clothesssssss!"
"Old MacDonald had a farm!"
"It learn'em how to walk and take bath."

GRADE %

"It got circles."
"They all made of blocks."
"It got different colors."
"Wh000000000000000!"
"They in a bad place."
"She ain't got no one to bathe the baby."
"He ain't got no shirt on."
"Oh0000000000000!"
"A red headed gal."
"They got chickenpox."
"They need a bathtub."
"They need a bed to sleep in."
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TYPICAL STUDENT RESPONSES DURING POST-INVENTORY ART ATTITUDES

GRADE 1

"It got all different colors."
"He make a square."
"He make all circles."
"It dip -dip- dip!"

"It got red up top."
"It's all about havin' no clothes."
"They look like Chinese or Jap."
"It got a red 'three' in there."
"I want to hold that baby in that picture."
"It all hollow."
"It look like it got all leaves.
"They got all pretty colors - red, blue, green, white, yellow.!

"They all look like fighting people."
"It got all shapes - circle, square, big round circle."
"It go straight up."
"Pretty colors."
"It all look pretty."
"They look nice and happy people."

GRADE 2

"It got white, red, green, purple."
"It same color there."
It got diagonal."

"It look like a lady statue."
"It's art. It's got design."

"They got all the same colors."
"It look like a rainbow right there."
It look like stars."

"They look like they need help."
"They all blacks."
"They need a doctor."
"Ohhhhhh--they tryin' to tell you stuff!
"It got all black colors."
"They look like boogey-mans."
"It all look like buildings."
"They greens, yellows, blues, all colors."
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EXAMPLES OF 11ULT I-MED IA ART-REIATED

INSTRUCT TONAL MATER IALS onvELoPED

BY STUDENT TEAcHERs FOR USE IN

OTHER DISCIPLINES
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INSTRUC:TIONAI. MEDIA

Matching Pictures and Words

This is an easy-to-make puzzle designed to assist in teaching the

child to match pictures with their appropriate words. Tt is made of

cardboard and construction paper. Words used can be either nouns or verbs,

although illuntrnting verbs is much more difficult than illustrating nouns.

The puzzle functions well in teaching children sight words when an answer

key is incorporated. The idea for the puzzle is not original. My purpose

was to create a puzzle that would parallel the letters introduced to the

children in the same order presented to them under the "Alpha One" program.

Under this program, the child is introduced to a letter in no particular

order. Using the letter people that the children had already met, I made

word combinations to fit.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MIA

Tel or Self-Proeramming Kits

These curriculum materials were made available to us by the nu

Mti-Cultural Center on campus at Grand Avenue. The kits include a case,

a program cartridge, and storyboards, if needed.

The kits are particularly useful in teaching initial sounds, initial

letters, ending letters, and simple matching problems.. They are also

readily adaptable to the "Sets and Yumbers" series.

Because of the tactile tendencies of children in the primary grades,

this tool is appealing and seems to function well. Also, because the

child must push the correct button in order to change frames, he is aware

of the correct answer on one of the trials.
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Al thabox

The alphahox is a versatile instructional tool for use in the language

arts. 1 used the boxes that our tempera paints were shipped in because they

had dividers. The boxes were painted. I made cards with illustrations

of the "alpha people" to fit in the sections formed by the dividers. 1

made a set of cards with pictures of words that the child uses in his

speaking vocabulary, but cannot spell. This tool remains useful as the

child's language development improves because the teacher can direct the

child to fi.le the cards according to initial letters, ending letters, or

"belonging letter" (an "Alpha One" term involving vowel sounds).

The idea could he modified using numbers rather than letters with

cards depicting a variety of mathematical operations.

# t If
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INSIMJCTIONAI, 11:1)1A

Si ide Nit

This meditim was implemented for use in teacliing children non-verbal

comuni cat ion and to comply with accreditation standards. The 'scope

of this tool in the primary curriculum is wide open. Because many of

the classroom teichers at Grand Avenue are beginning to divide the classroom

into individualized learning centers with preview facilities, short

strips could be made to enhance the material in any area.

The single drawback to this material is that the space available

on each frame is limited and a bit difficult to work on.

film
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I NSTItt ICT I MAI, .fl inIA

mnb Ottigzer

The quizzer has been utilized in the same manner as the "Telor."

It has the advantage of more space for illustrations. Another indirect

advantage of the "Quizzer" is the fact that it teaches the child

valuable manipulative skills, including hand -;ye coordination. The

cards which accompany the material may be used on both sides. One drawback

to this tool is the fact that the cards must withstand a great deal of

wear and tear. We have not had them in operation long enough to determine

whether or not the quizzers are durable enough to warrant their use.
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Game board to be used

for word recognition,

correct spelling of

words, math or whatever

desired. Suggested 1

point each for red, blue,

and yellow, and two points

each for purple, orange,

and green. Made of ply-

wood and painted with

acrylics for durability.

Animal Bingo Game

(2 to 6 players). Each

player takes a game sheet.

Pictures are placed in a

drawing pile. Take turns

drawing & calling the name

of the animal. If it can

be used, cover the space on

the game sheet with its name.

If no one claims it, discard

it. The first player to cov-

er his game sheet wins.
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Beryl Gross
4th grade
Mrs. John
kIrs. Grant

TEACHING AIDS PRODUCED:

1. Dice Game:
Five sets of dice made .out of cardboard Aith the
edges fastened with tape. Each child in the game
rolls the dice (a set) and then either adds, sub-
tracts, multinlies, or divides the numbers accord-
ing to the teachers direction. (Firs. John)

2. Srin Game:
Here there are eight tables for the numbers 2-9
with each table having a spinner and two rows of
numbers. If you want to multinly the first (in-
side) row is used. If you want to divide the out-
er row is uded. (Mrs. John)

3. Math Games:
a. Grouchy Man:
b.) Happy Man:

these:-games have an arrangement of numbers
which form a face. There is a series of ques-
tions which require the addition of the numbers
forming the face. These games are also rood for
developing nerception. (dittos to all 4th
grades: large uroductions to Ars. Grant)

4. Friendly Helpers maze:
This was a ditto showing four community helpers and
the student has to et them to his house. It is
good for the develonment of perception and for man-
iuulative skills. ( airs. John and hrs. Grant)

Felt :Thanes:
The shape of a square, rectangle, circle, triangle,
octagon nnd diamond cut out of felt for the felt
board. This teacher the shares to the student by
removing them from the board, mixing them ur) and
then when the teacher calls out the name the student
has to find the correct felt shape and nuts it on the
felt board. "e does this until he misses one and
then another student tries to do them. ( Grant)

6. Location of the Plnnets:
For this I did a lnrge painting of the sun and the
relation of the various -planets to it as well as to
each other. The moon and the Milky Way were also
included. The size relation of the pinnets were al-
so disualyed. ( Mrs. Grant)
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N. R. PEARSON

"SPIN THE PLATTER" gAME.

Materials and Equipment:
One envelope the size of a record album,made
of poster board, with various openings or wimdows
on the flat surface.
neolaceable discs that fit inside "envelope" fot:

a) multiplication
b)fractions
c) antonyms
d) synonyms
e) homonyms

Description:
Edge of disc identifies type of problem to be solved.
Center areas of disc contain remaining part of problem
and are seen through openings in envelope as disc
is spun.
Example: Edge o§ multiplication disc shows numbers
2-9 and the symbol for multiplication. As disc is spun
various numbers show through the openings.
Playeer multiplies the highest number visible that he
is able to do correctly by the number showing on the e
edge of the disc.The answer represents the player's
score for that turn-if correct. Winner, (if more
than one player) is the first to reach the closest s
score to five hundred.
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N. R. PEARSON

BASEBALL MATH:

Materials and Equipment:

Board with numbers from 2 - 100.
Colored construction paper mitts with holes in the
middle.
Board with a baseball diamond fascimile( not necessary)
Multiplication, subtraction, addition , or division
flash cards( optional)
Markers - if baseball diamond used.

Description:
Teacher or another student "pitches" a problem (either
via flash cards or verbally) to player who is"up at bat".
Player answers by placing mitt over correct number on number
board so answer shows through the hole in the mitt.
Players should decide before the game what constitutes a
one base, two base , or three base hit, or a home run.
Three problems missed constitutes an out.
This game may be payed in teams, by two only,and
possibly by individuals but best played as a team.
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SAMPLES OF CLASSROOM TEACHER RESPONSES AT END OF QUARTER ronowING
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

"The students watched fairy tales using film projector and tape
recordings and then drew with crayons."

"We had the Seminole County Deputy Sher;ff visit and talk to our

class. Afterwards he gave us a booklet containing stories of safety
and a place to draw on the back of each story. We drew with crayons
a picture of him with his badges, whistle, and uniform."

We drew pattern designs for fabrics such as checks, stripes, zigzags,
plaids--using our own imaginations.

"We did pictures of ourselves with eyes, ears, nose, mouth, arms, legs,
and clothes."

"We decorated our bulletin board with spring symbols."

"We correlated our 'spring look' with our science lesson."

"Children talked about the differences between art and nature--examples
were clouds, flowers as opposed to paintings and statues or literary
works."

"We drew pictures illustrating the parts o1 speech they know--verhs,
nouns, adjectives, and pronouns."

"Children could do self portraits, or portraits of their friends."

"Children worked on butterfly mobiles with crepe paper, paper strips,
thread and pipe cleaners."

"We worked on how we could draw a rainy day--such as use dull colors."

"We did dioramas depicting the northwest coast of North America."

"They did pictures of what they thought an imaginary dragon from their
story looked like."

"Thay did a drawing of a mammal and placed it in a natural habitat."

"de painted a mural called "Summer Fun."

"On acetate we drew insects for use on the overhead projector."

"We drew and labeled parts of a flower as part of a science lesson."
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"Since Mrs. Pearson introduced our class to The Environment' we have

continued in this fashion. We took several outdoor walks and 'sits'.

On these occasions students sketched and also wrote what they felt,

heard, smelled, saw, and thought. Mrs. Pearson had discussed the fact

that art is also creative thought. We also began using the environmen

tal science kit. Discussions went much smoother because of their new

awareness. We then wrote and drew how we would improve some of the

'polluted' scenes. Also in the craft area, Mrs. Pearson had initiated

after school sessions when she instructed individuals who. wished to

learn some special craft, I have continued this practice. Also, we

have an open period when students may work on various creative tasks.
The art closet has been stocked with yarn, embroidery tools, poster

paint, paper mache, and wood scraps. Students are free to work on the

things they wish and response has been good. We have also made a few

more improvements in our own classroom environment, as was begun during

Mrs. Pearson's stay with us. Students have shown a much keener interest

in trying new and different types of art."

"In my opinion the project has been highly successful and I sincerely

hope it will be continued in the future."

"There was no art intern with us, but the pupils were affected

positively by observotiens of the hall and lunchroom disp!eys."
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